
Third Grade Supply List 

2020-2021 

Due to COVID and our Healthy Campus plan students will not be able to share items in the classroom this year. 

There will be no community supplies. Sadly, this does call for a more extensive list as the items on this list will be 

for the use of your child only and no other students.  We apologize for the expense but wish to keep our students 

safe and healthy. Please bag Art/Computer/ Library supplies separate from classroom supplies.  

Classroom: 

3 Ring Binder 
3 plastic bottom pocket folders that snap into binder 
Coloring Pencils 
2 packs pencils (no mechanical pencils) 
2 packs eraser tops 
Ruler 
Scissors 
3 packs wide rule paper 
1 bottle liquid glue 
1 pack markers 
1 pack crayons 
Water bottle 
Umbrella 
 
Art / Computer / Library: 
The following items will be left in cubbies specific to your child and will not be used by any other students.  If we 
need special items for specific projects or if they run out of a supply, I will notify you in advance at that time. The 
following are the items we use regularly in class.    
*1 pack of pencils         
*1 box of crayons        *1 thumb drive 
*1 box of Crayola washable markers      *1 pair of ear buds or headphones 
*1 pack of colored pencils (we will use these a lot)     (for use in Library & comp time) 
*Erasers ( any kind is fine they use these a lot)    *1- 1 Subject notebook 
*1 sketchbook 8.5 x 11 or larger (no small ones please)   *1 plain oversized Tshirt to be worn   
*1 bottom pocket folder                                                over clothes during messy art days 
*1 pack of watercolor paint                     (we will paint the shirts) 
*1 pack of assorted paintbrushes of assorted sizes         If you want to send an extra mask 
*1 small bottle of liquid elmers glue      to leave in cubbie please put it in 
*1 glue stick         a zip lock style baggy with their name 
*1 pack of art chalk pastels                                                                                   on it. 
* 1 plastic pencil box        
* 1 pack colorful sharpie markers (optional) They like to use them sometimes but it is not required. 

Optional Items, not required but greatly appreciated anytime as we will be using a huge amount of the 

following:  

Construction paper 

Baby wipes 

Disinfectant wipes  

Thank you so much,  

Mrs. Creech 



 

 


